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agent, as at first instance in the case of entitlement to benefits under
national insurance rather than to a special tribunal. Usually this is
not so when the issue is strictly judicial (an issue involving the appli-
cation of law to facts) rather than quasi-judicial (an issue usually!
involving the ascertainment of facts but where the final decision must
be mainly related to administrative policy). Similarly an appellate
administrative court is usually preferred to appeals being heard by
the Minister or his agent, even if no question of law is involved.
National insurance again provides an illustration in its local appeal
tribunals, from which appeal lies on a point of law to a judicial
Commissioner. Where a Minister is himself required to decide
an issue on an appeal, it is frequently laid down that before giving a
decision, e.g. confirming a compulsory purchase order under the
Housing Act, 1936, which is opposed, he must hold a public enquiry
through one of his officers.
Reasons for The reference of disputes to administrative courts, the members of
wkich are frequently appointed by Ministers, has caused anxiety to
those who cherish the sanctity of the common law—and they are not
exclusively confined to the legal profession—lest the position of the
judiciary and the influence of the law should be impaired. Modern
problems cannot, however, be solved by a rigid application of the
doctrine of separation of powers; there must be considered what
Lord Greene called x the functional capacity of the judicial machine.
Constitutional machinery must be suited to its intended product
and must be able to satisfy the demands made upon it.2; The right
of access to the courts has been and is a bulwark of our liberties
and must be preserved, but we shall not assist its preservation by
asking the Judiciary to undertake tasks which do not fall within
its proper sphere. Many tasks performed by the Judiciary in-
volve the exercise of discretion. In particular this applies to the
passing of sentence upon a convicted criminal. A judge as well as
another man may exercise discretion fairly and wisely, but in general
"the Judiciary is not concerned with policy," nor is it for the Judiciary
to decide what is in the public interest.3 Modern planning involves
the grant of powers which are not suitable for reference to the
courts. "Questions which involve the conferring of rights or the tak-
ing away of rights on the basis of what a tribunal thinks is reasonable
on the facts of the individual case are not, in general, suitable for
decision by a court of law." 3 There is a widespread feeling too that
litigious procedure does not produce the right atmosphere for the
1 "Law and Progress," Haldane Memorial Lecture, published in 94 Law
Journal, October 28, November 4, and November 11, 1944; and Lord Greene's
judgments in Johnson (B) & Co. (Builders), Ltd. v. Minister of Health, [1947] 2
All E. R. 395 and in Robinson v. Minister of Town and Country Planning, [1947]
KJB. 717.
* Lord Greene, op. cit.	» Ibid.

